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QUIC: A UDP-Based Multiplexed and Secure Transport

Using TLS to Secure QUIC
### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quic-go</th>
<th>ngtcp2</th>
<th>quant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Specifications at the IETF

Specifications transfer science to software (theory to practice)

Clear descriptions for target algorithm, protocol, or system

Basis for implementations and deployments

Targets for verification and analysis

Specifications encourage open collaboration and build communities
Software at the IETF

Software is a primary input and output of the IETF

  Rough consensus *and running code*

  Standards service interoperable deployments of protocols

Shipping software reveals new insights and unearths new challenges
Science at the IETF

Science is a valuable part of shipping IETF protocols

  Advances our understanding of problem and solution space

  Improves confidence in what we ship

Science has transitive effects on other parts of the process

  Progress creates opportunities for more research
Multiparty Computation
Multiparty Computation Overview

Multiparty Computation (MPC) is a technique for computing (arbitrary) functions over private inputs.

- Privacy-preserving measurement (PPM)
- Privacy-preserving ad-click attribution (IPA)

Specialized MPC protocols are being standardized and deployed today:

- Distributed Aggregation Protocol (draft-ietf-ppm-dap)
- Verifiable Distributed Aggregation Protocol (draft-irtf-cfrg-vdaf)
Are there more performant heavy hitter protocols?

How do we helpfully compose differential privacy with these protocols?
Is DAP correct?

Can we prove so with symbolic analysis?
Can we formally verify VDAF implementations?

Can we provide guidance for users of these protocols and libraries in practice?

Janus is an experimental implementation of the Distributed Aggregation Protocol (DAP) specification. Currently it supports VDAFs with trivial aggregation parameters only, e.g., Prio3. VDAFs with nontrivial aggregation parameters (e.g., Poplar) are not yet supported.

Janus is currently in active development.

Daphne

Daphne is a Rust implementation of the Distributed Aggregation Protocol (DAP) standard. DAP is under active development in the PPM working group of the IETF.
Other Research Opportunities

Anonymous credentials
- Post quantum cryptographic solutions
- Formal verification of existing implementations
- Deployable generic anonymous credentials

Zero-knowledge proof (systems)
- Building blocks for higher-level protocols (API models and reusable abstractions)
- Formally verified and reference implementations for experimentation
- New protocol embeddings
Questions?
Comments?
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